A two degree of freedom micro-gripper with grasping and rotating functions for optical fibers assembling.
In this paper, a two degree of freedom flexure-based micro-gripper is proposed and applied in the complicated assembling process of optical fibers. The design concept is modeled on the manipulation of human fingers. Therefore, the two tips of micro-gripper, just like human fingers, can easily grasp the optical fiber with a controllable force and precisely rotate it by the rubbing operation. In addition, some sensors installed on the micro-gripper can enhance the operating accuracy. In the developing process, pseudo-rigid-body model method and virtual work principle are employed to conduct theoretical design. Then the obtained theoretical model is validated and optimized by the finite element analysis. Fabrication of the micro-gripper adopts wire electro discharge machining technology and material of aluminum alloy (AL-7075). Experimental studies are carried out on the prototype to further validate the performance of micro-gripper. Experimental results indicate that the developed micro-gripper can well satisfy the requirements of our mission, which also means that it can be widely used in micro-manipulation field.